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US Intermodal Savings Index 

An Analysis of the Domestic 
Intermodal and Truckload Markets 

Ari Ashe, Senior Editor, Journal of Commerce 

The Journal of Commerce (JOC) provides an in-depth 
quarterly report into the US intermodal market to 

facilitate conversations between shippers and logistics 

companies about modal decisions. 

How to Read Our Index 

The JOC Domestic Spot Intermodal Savings Index 

(“Spot ISI”) and the JOC Domestic Contract 

Intermodal Savings Index (“Contract ISI”) is measured 

with 100 as a neutral base. 

Index values greater than 100 signify intermodal is 

cheaper; values less than 100 indicate truckload is 

cheaper. Index values are linked to percentages: 

• 110 = Intermodal 10% cheaper 

• 120 = Intermodal 20% cheaper 

• 90 = Truckload 10% cheaper 

• 80 = Truckload 20% cheaper 

Rule of thumb: Higher numbers are good for 
intermodal. Lower numbers are good for trucking. For 

an in-depth review of the Spot and Contract Index, 

please read our “Methodology” on page 9. 

Executive Summary 

Domestic intermodal recorded a second consecutive 

quarter of volume growth, rebounding off the COVID-

related swoon with a 9.8 percent increase year over 

year in the fourth quarter, according to the Intermodal 

Association of North America (IANA). It was the 

second consecutive quarter with a 9.8 percent year-

over-year growth rate in domestic containers and 
trailers, the best performance since Dec. 2013. When 

excluding 53-foot trailers, the container market rose 

8.7 percent year over year, the second strongest growth 

rate since Dec. 2013, only trailing the prior quarter (Q3 

2020).  

The number of 53-foot containers leaving the 

Southwest — Arizona, California, and Nevada — 

increased 10.3 percent year over year in the quarter. 

Union Pacific Railroad instituted surcharges to curb 

demand and get equipment to contract customers. 

Small shippers are subject to a $5,000 surcharge in 

Southern California, $1,500 in Northern California, 

and $1,000 in Seattle on excess cargo. 

As this report will show, record-breaking spot rates on 

the West Coast caused JOC’s Spot Intermodal Savings 

Index to drop to below five-year averages in Q4. 

JOC’s Contract ISI was above historical norms to 

close the year because intermodal contract rates don’t 

typically reset until after the New Year. 

 

Since Jan. 2015, JOC’s Contract ISI has averaged 

123.9 (23.9 percent savings) and JOC’s Spot ISI has 

averaged 115.1 (15.1 percent savings) on a rolling 12-

month basis.  

In the first quarter, shippers should expect JOC’w 

Contract ISI to decline from 130. How far the JOC 

Contract ISI will fall this quarter depends on whether 

the percentage intermodal contract rates rise will 

outpace truckload contracts, particularly on Los 

Angeles lanes. 

Railroads will have to be careful on spot pricing 

because January’s truckload spot rates fell 

sequentially. If dry-van spot rates has peaked, rail rates 

may need to decline too.   
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The Volume Picture 

The beneficiaries of the California surge were the 
Midwest and Southcentral US. The 382,199 domestic 

53-foot containers leaving the Southwest was a new 

Q4 record, according to IANA data. The 580,752 

domestic containers arriving in the Midwest and 

187,991 arriving in the Southcentral were also 

quarterly records. Intermodal volume terminating in 

the Midwest was up 7.5 percent on 53-foot containers 

and 19 percent on 40-foot containers year over year, 

according to IANA, which may explain network and 

terminal congestion in Chicago.  

 

It was the Southwest, namely Los Angeles, that was 

the major catalyst to domestic intermodal growth in 

the second half of 2020, which is why the national and 

regional graphs correlate so closely. 

 

Even viewing all intermodal moves on a weekly basis 

shows how busy the networks were in the fourth 
quarter. BNSF Railway, Canadian National Railway, 

Union Pacific Railroad, and CSX Transportation saw 

volume jump more than 10 percent year over year. 

 

As the volumes rose on the West Coast, service 

deteriorated. 

“California was particularly difficult during the 

quarter. We certainly believe the rail network faced 

some labor challenges at terminals and at locations 

where we believe our rail providers expect and will 

deliver better productivity in the future, certainly better 

than what we experienced in the quarter,” said Darren 

Field, J.B. Hunt’s executive vice president of 

intermodal, said on a Jan. 19 earnings call. “I make 
these comments primarily to highlight that we faced 

conditions in the fourth quarter that we can address 

and improve as we move out of the pandemic.” 

 

Field said J.B. Hunt re-routed loads to Phoenix and 

northern California that would have normally left from 

the Los Angeles. BNSF’s intermodal volumes rose 

roughly 13 percent year over year in the fourth 

quarter. 

 

On the East Coast, there was a surge in 40-foot rail 

traffic but not 53-foot business. The discrepancy is 

likely that there is much more transloading on the 

West Coast. Transloading on the East Coast is a 

typically onto a truck to travel on Interstate 95.  

 

Volume of 53-foot containers originating on the East 

Coast only grew 3 percent while 40-foot container 

surged 16.3 percent year over year, according to 

IANA. 
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The Rate Discussion 

JOC’s Spot Intermodal Savings Index 

Last year was a turbulent year for JOC’s Spot Index. 

Shippers saved less money on transactional hauls when 

freight plunged last spring. Spot truck rates dropped to 

the lowest point since 2016, making capacity cheap 

and abundant. Spot intermodal savings recovered 

briefly in the summer when businesses reopened.  

 

In the fourth quarter, however, spot intermodal savings 

evaporated again because of record-high spot 

intermodal rates in Los Angeles. They were paper rates 

only because there was no available capacity. 

JOC’s Spot ISI was only 105 in December, the third 

lowest index value in the last 24 months. 

 

Railroads should pay close attention to spot dry-van 

rates, which fell nearly 3 percent sequentially in 
January to $2.64 nationally, according to preliminary 

data from digital broker Loadsmart. 

JOC’s Contract Intermodal Savings Index 

Perhaps no graph better shows the divergence between 

the spot and contract markets were than the one below. 

While the gap between spot rates narrowed 

significantly, the gap in contract rates between the 

modes widened in Q4. 
 

 
Shippers were so desperate to find available capacity 

when volumes surged last summer that they agreed to 

pay more to contract carriers to maintain routing 

guides for the holiday season. Intermodal contracts, 

however, are rarely adjusted mid-cycle.  

 

 
 

Shippers are now negotiating 2021 rail contracts, so 

expect the gap to narrow in Q1.  

 

“There are markets where, yes, intermodal price 

[hikes] probably do need to outpace truckload rates,” 

J.B. Hunt’s Field said. “But there are markets where 

the intermodal prices can be at, maybe even below 

truckload market price changes. So, it's a little bit 
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broad to make a statement that intermodal rates need to 

outpace truckload rates. I don't think they do. And I 

don't think they necessarily will throughout our entire 

network. But there are some key pockets where, yes, I 
absolutely think they will.” 

 

We will pay close attention to intermodal contract 

rates in Los Angeles because the Southwest accounts 

for 25 percent of JOC’s national index value.  

 

In lanes we classify as Green in The Lane-by-Lane 

Breakdown (page 7), intermodal contract rates could 

theoretically outpace truckload contract rate increases 

and still remain a good bargain. Shippers should pay 
close attention, however, to whether any Yellow lanes 

may become candidates for truckload conversion. 

 

Los Angeles to Dallas is a Green lane. Shippers are 

paying between $3,500-$4,000 for a truck today, down 

from more than $5,000 in the fourth quarter. Shippers 

will save a lot of money if intermodal rates are below 

$3,000. Spot intermodal rates, however, have been 

more than $3,500 since last August.  
 

 

The Distance Discussion 

The length of haul is a key factor in modal decisions. 

Shippers benefit from lower fuel costs more on longer 

lengths of haul, especially when diesel prices are high.  

Less than 700 Miles 

We track seven lanes in this distance. Through June, the 

Contract ISI was 100.9 and the Spot ISI was 96.1 on a 

rolling 12-month basis. Each of the seven lanes in this 

short-haul distance are either cheaper on truck or 

virtually the same price in both modes. 

800 to 1,200 Miles 

This distance has the most heated competition between 

trucking and intermodal. Most of these lanes connect 

the Midwest, Southeast, and Northeast.  

JOC’s Contract ISI was 113.8 and the Spot ISI was 

107.9 on a rolling 12-month basis. Both are lower than 

the long-term average savings nationally (see page 3). 

 

1,200 to 2,000 Miles 

JOC’s Contract ISI was 117.7 and JOC’s Spot ISI was 

110.6 on a rolling 12-month basis through June. 

This a bellwether number because busy origin-and-
destination pairs such as Los Angeles and Dallas, Los 

Angeles and Kansas City, Dallas/Houston and 

Elizabeth, New Jersey, and St. Louis/Kansas City and 

Elizabeth, NJ fall into this segment. 
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Pro-intermodal lanes in this distance are out of Houston, 

Kansas City, and Stockton-Lathrop. Dallas to Boston, 

Dallas to Los Angeles, and Dallas to Stockton are firmly 

pro-intermodal.  

2,000 Miles+ 

Long-distance hauls are where the intermodal industry 

can deliver strong value to shippers. This segment also 

drives up our historical averages because the lanes tend 

to originate or terminate on the West Coast. 

JOC’s Contract ISI average was 129.7 and JOC’s Spot 

ISI was 121.7 on a rolling 12-month basis through June. 

 

Nearly every lane in this segment delivers at least 15 

percent savings, and some as much as 50 percent. JOC’s 

Spot ISI in this segment fell sequentially in the fourth 

quarter, however, since there are a number of Los 

Angeles outbound lanes on this list. 

The Lane-by-Lane Breakdown 

In this section, we examine which markets are pro-

intermodal, pro-trucking, and up for grabs.  

 
Please evaluate the next infographic like a traffic light. 

 

Green means go — strong intermodal savings.  

Yellow means slow down — truck is competitive.  

Red means stop —no intermodal savings.   

 

Given accessorial fees in rail, such as detention, per 

diem, and block and bracing, a yellow lane can easily 

flip red because we exclude this in our calculation. 

 

 

There are 135 (72.2%) green lanes, 31 (16.6%) yellow 

lanes, and 21 (11.2%) red lanes in Q42020.  

Seven out of 10 lanes historically deliver strong 

intermodal savings. The other three are either too close 

to call or cheaper via truck. 
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Regional Breakdown 

 

Quotes from Earnings Calls 

“We recognize that we still have significant cost and 

velocity challenges in Southern California, and simply 

adding containers is not the only solution required to 

grow capacity in that key market. BNSF and J.B. Hunt 
are working together to find better capacity solutions 

for our customers, and our prices will reflect those 

efforts.” — Darren Field, EVP of J.B. Hunt 

Intermodal. 

 

“UPS peak was amazing. It was a big, big quarter…So 

some of our international traffic, that isn't as time-

sensitive, may have taken a little longer to get off the 
port than we normally would to make sure we move 

the time-sensitive traffic. But going forward, I look at 

our numbers with respect to the intermodal side, 90% 

trip compliance or above is where we should be 

getting…And we're starting to see some of those 

numbers hit already as we've moved past some of that 

UPS peak,” — Jim Foote, CSX CEO. 

“All of the congestion that we’re seeing in Chicago is 

largely outside of our intermodal gates and that’s with 

the drayage community and with warehouses as they 
go through pandemic protocols and regularly have 

difficulty getting people to work because of COVID 

concerns. What that does is it slows down the turn of 

the assets, the chassis and the boxes.” — Jim Squires, 

CEO of Norfolk Southern. 
 

David Ross of Stifel: I was having a conversation with 

somebody in the industry the other day, who said that 

intermodal and PSR in his mind were incompatible, 
because intermodal is about accommodating and 

balances and surges, and PSR’s goal is really to 

eliminate them. How do you think about intermodal 

and then your PSR goals, and is there friction there? 

 

Jim Squires: I strongly disagree with that 

characterization of PSR is applied to an intermodal 

franchise. We believe that and we have applied PSR 

principles to our intermodal network and we’ll 

continue to do so, while maintaining intermodal as a 
growth engine. 

 

“We are going to benefit from the tight truck market 

and you’re going to see that both in volume and in 

intermodal and in merchandise…What I’ve talked 

about is our long-term approach to markets and this is 

something that we’ve employed for years within our 

intermodal franchise; we don’t want that level of 

volatility associated with the spot market to get into 

our rate structure. We do have a small portion of our 
intermodal business that’s transactional and we are 

reassessing our rate plan to the positive there. 

However, for most of it, the rate increases unwind over 

time.” — Jim Squires, CEO of Norfolk Southern. 
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Methodology 

The Journal of Commerce evaluates nearly 190 lanes 

in our study of intermodal savings. We send estimates 

on 45 lanes to 3PLs and shippers under non-disclosure 

agreements. 

Our estimates include margins and fuel but exclude 

accessorial fees such as detention, demurrage, per 

diem, lumper fees, blocking and bracing. Our 

contributors review transactions and provide broker-to-

shipper invoice rates. Those responses are used to 

calculate the two indexes. 

The base value is 100, which means rates are identical 

in both modes. If intermodal rates are 20 percent 

cheaper, then the value is 20 percent higher than 100, 

or 120. If trucking rates are 20 percent cheaper, then 

the value is 20 percent lower than 100, or a value of 

80. Higher numbers are good for intermodal, lower 

numbers are good for trucking. 

JOC calculates regional index values for the Midwest, 

Mountain, Northeast, Northwest, Southeast, South 

Central, and Southwest US. 

A national number is then calculated on a weighted 

basis using 53-foot equipment flow data from IANA.  
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